
Traditional French and residential doors can be constructed using the 

WarmCore system, in addition to a comprehensive range of bi-fold doors 

including all the popular elevational configurations and stacking options.  

Folding sliding doors up to six metres wide incorporating seven sashes 

can be specified. A midrail option is also available.

Bi-fold, french 
and residential doors

Residential door  1 / 0 / 1

4 / 2 / 2

Max width: 6000mm
Max OUTER Frame Height: 2400mm
Max SASH WIDTH: 1000mm
Max Load PER SASH: 100KG

French door  2 / 1 / 1 3 / 2 / 1

7 / 4 / 3

How sliding folding door 

configurations work 

Viewed from the outside Number of 
door leaves 

opening right

Number of 
door leaves 
opening left

Total 
number of 
door leaves

3  /  2  /  1
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Low threshold detail 

Sill options include a WarmCore standard threshold with integral sill, or standard threshold with an additional 150mm 

thermally-broken aluminium sill. The Part M compliant low threshold design is thermally-broken aluminium and optional 

ramps and cover trims can be used internally, externally or both, depending on requirements. Part M compliant low 

threshold can also be installed without any ramps, so that flooring can be laid up to the edges of the threshold or the 

threshold can be neatly set into the floor to create a flush floor level through the doorway.

Flexible threshold options
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28mm
Glazing

28mm
Glazing

28mm
Glazing

28mm
Glazing

44mm
Glazing

Warmcore key components

Pencil round sash Square sash

Decorative sash Chamfered sash Triple glazing detail

Outer frame head detail

Outer frame threshold detail

Square 
bead

Chamfered 
bead

Triple 
glazing 

bead

Internal and external aluminium fascias are integrated under high pressure onto the distinctive orange thermal core 

by the fabricator immediately prior to cutting to bar length. The aluminium profiles can be stocked in multiple colour 

options, giving the fabricator flexibility on colour combinations while reducing stock holding requirements with minimal 

lead times for last-minute colour selections. With White, Cream, Black  and Grey cladding colours, WarmCore gives 16 

possible colour configurations including dual-colour options.

Warmcore is Designed to minimise 
stockholding but maximise options
Gasketed frames are easily manufactured using push-fit sash-to-frame and sash-to-sash corner mouldings which 

positively engage with straight-cut gasket lengths.

Efficient to fabricate
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